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We don’t all make time to shop when on holiday, but looking for gifts for friends and family, or
picking up a memento for yourself is a real treat. Jewellery doesn’t take up much space, even
if you are travelling with carry-on luggage.

The jewellery of Wellington Michael Williams is worth a visit as it truly reflects the natural
beauty surrounding Turks and Caicos that features limestone, conch and sand art. The colours
of the sand art exactly capture the shores I had just seen at Da Conch shack for lunch. The
pink-hued interiors of the conch are beautiful in bracelets, earrings and rings. I chose a
shoreline bracelet knowing that every time I wear it, I will be transported back to the
translucent waters everywhere on the incredible island. Each piece is handmade on site, so
they can be adjusted to fit while you wait. Bracelets, rings, earrings, and necklaces all vie for
attention.

Michael’s passion for the island and the art of creating jewellery shows in every piece. Treat
yourself when you are in Provo.
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Located at The Salt Mills Plaza, Provo, or shop online: www.thewellingtoncollection.shop
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